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Hello!
DBS Blinds & Home Deore Services
DBS Blinds and Home Decor Services is the premier Window Blinds &
Motorized Window Shades Supplier in Greater Vancouver and Fraser
Valley, where creativity meets unprecedented value. Since 2000 we’ve
provided our customers with a wide selection of affordable Drape,
outdoor Blinds, and Solar blinds.

Our variety is surpassed only by our quality. We pride ourselves on
offering something for everyone – whether it’s traditional, modern, or
Motorized Shades Blinds – and at unbeatable prices. Our experienced
staff knows home decor and stays up to date on the latest trends and
styles. Come get inspired!

Faux Wood Blinds

Faux Wood Blinds
Dress up any window with these higher Homes and Gardens 2 inch Faux Wood
Wood Blinds. they’re fabricated from moisture-resistant and heat-resistant
PVC and don’t fade, crack, rust warp, creating them appropriate for all climatic
conditions. These Better Homes and Gardens blinds have a realistic wood grain
that is imprinted directly onto the slat. They are easily adjustable and look
wonderful when mounted inside your window frame.
The white faux wood blinds blend ﬂawlessly with painted trim for a
professional and complete look. They are compatible with a variety of window
treatments and look charming with the included matching valance alone. These
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blinds come with easy-to-follow instructions for stress-free installation and
include all the necessary hardware for completion, plus a matching valance and
a tilt wand. They are an excellent choice for light control, as well as for privacy,
in your home or office.

Dress up any window with these Better Homes and Gardens 2 inch Faux Wood
Blinds. They are made of moisture-resistant and heat-resistant PVC and do not
fade, crack, rust or warp, making them suitable for all weather conditions.

Faux Wood Blinds
Easy to Clean
They are made of moisture-resistant and heat-resistant PVC and do not fade,
crack, rust or warp, making them suitable for all weather conditions.

Cords, Tapes, Head and Bottom Rails are Colour Coordinated
These blinds come with easy-to-follow instructions for stress-free installation and
include all the necessary hardware for completion, plus a matching valance and a
tilt wand.

Wood has a Special UV Protective Coating
They are made of moisture-resistant and heat-resistant PVC and do not fade,
crack, rust or warp, making them suitable for all weather conditions.

Roller Shades

Roller Shades
Roller Blinds offer a straightforward however trendy and effective window
coverings answer. the sunshine weight construction of the window shade makes
them good for Canadian Windows.
The DBS range of fabrics offer varying degrees of transparency for your light
and viewing preference. Choose a blockout fabric for complete privacy and
protection from the hot sun (great for bedrooms) or maybe a Light Filter fabric
for a living area to keep privacy during the day and allow an ambient level of
light into the room. Advantages include easy cleaning, light to operate, they
reduce glare, improve the insulation of your home and add privacy during the
day while keeping your furniture and carpets protected from UV rays.

Inspired by the global trends in fabric, design, fashion and textiles, the new
Roller Shades extended collection boasts over 100 different elegant fabrics.

Roller Shades Fabrics

Black Blackout

White Blackout

Grey Blackout

Sand 3811

Designers Roller

Ebony Pearl

Ebony Pearl

Sand 3813

Sand 3812
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Zebra Blinds

Zebra Blinds
Zebra Blinds also referred to as High-Light Blinds or Transition Blinds, are classy
window covering choices for any home. Similar in structure to the roller shades,
these blinds have a singular style with two fabric layers alternating to create
complete light ﬁltering or dim out, sheer view, or a combination of the two –
creating a similar effect to a zebra pattern.
The unique design allows for the ultimate control over, view, privacy, light, and
style in the one blind. This makes them the perfect option for rooms such as
living rooms, bedrooms, and studies. With the light ﬁltering fabric open, an
ambient level of light can enter the room whilst maintaining the privacy and
when the sheer fabric is open, it is the perfect way to allow the natural sunlight
to ﬂood the room. Zebra Blinds are easy to clean and maintain with strong
durable fabrics and components. They are simple to operate, with a color
coordinated cord attached for easy transitioning of the fabric to the desired
position.

The unique design allows for the ultimate control over, view, privacy, light, and
style in the one blind.

Zebra Blinds Fabrics

BL 2004

BL 2005

Clara White

Julia Beige

Julia Mushroom

Julia Night Grey

Platan Br Grey

Prima Blackout

Vera Dark Grey

Vera Wood
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Zebra Blinds

Shangri La Blinds

Shangri La Blinds
Shangri-La Blinds also referred to as Triple shade, is a fantastic modern look for
any contemporary home. Available either in translucent or room darkening. The
fabric is suspended between two layers of sheer material which allows sunlight
to shine through. When closed, it provides privacy from sunlight and onlookers.

Deﬁned by clean lines and stunning simplicity, the Shangri-La head rail
complements your shading, your room and your lifestyle

Shangri La Blinds

Vertical Blinds

Vertical Blinds
Our Designer DBS Vertical Blinds have a heavy-duty headrail track system that
will provide years of trouble-free operation. The smooth PVC vinyl
vanes/louvers are easy to clean and contain UV inhibitors and are guaranteed
not to fade, yellow, warp, or crack when exposed to direct sunlight.

These vertical blinds are custom-made for us in Canada by DBS Blinds and
Decorative service

Sheer Vertical Blinds

Sheer Vertical Blinds
Sheer Vertical Blinds give your home that soft touch while still getting all the
control and privacy offered from traditional blinds. DBS Sheers Blinds offers a
sophisticated and charming style to compliment any décor and it can be left
alone for a ﬁnished look. The vanes blend in seamlessly with surrounding sheer
fabric and come in an array of color choices including special threaded sheer,
linen, and translucence fabrics.

Sheer Vertical Blinds give your home that soft touch while still getting all the
control and privacy offered from traditional blinds.

Honeycomb Blinds

Honeycomb Blinds
The product fabric is a unique honeycomb design, the overall layering, the
hollow layer of the fabric stores air, which is good for partitioning indoor and
outdoor circulation and has excellent thermal insulation function. The upper and
lower combined honeycomb curtain, day and night honeycomb curtain, etc. to
build a unique concept of controlling sunlight Application: Widely used in villas,
bedrooms, attic sloping windows, living rooms, office lounges, conference
rooms, etc.

Sheer Vertical Blinds give your home that soft touch while still getting all the
control and privacy offered from traditional blinds.

Honeycomb Blinds
Best Quality
Imported fabric, anti-static, easy to clean, long-term quality appearance
guarantee

Different variety
20 years focus on research institutions and electric systems, promote different
light management concepts, apply to a variety of window types

Best Fabrics
The product fabric is a unique honeycomb design, the overall layering, the hollow
layer of the fabric stores air, which is good for partitioning indoor and outdoor
circulation, and has excellent thermal insulation function.

Bamboo Shades

Bamboo Shades
Bamboo shades are a classic durable design and woven wood patterns. Comes
with different color and texture. A unique & budget-friendly product and add
texture to enhance your home beauty. Designed as a light ﬁltering window
covering, these shades gently ﬁlter light to create a warm and welcoming
atmosphere.
These shades are durable and provide an elegant fold design that can be easily
raised or lowered to gently ﬁlter harsh UV rays. Matchstick blinds provide a
warm spa feel that is perfect for your living room, dining room, office, bedroom,
sunroom, and patio to protect your furniture from fading while complimenting
your decor. This product is light ﬁltering and a semi-privacy sunshade not
intended for full privacy or blackout. The matchstick slats have natural textures,
which can cause color variances. It aims to provide a tropical getaway vibe that
is safe for all with the innovative cordless mechanism. This pulldown shade is
certiﬁed best for kids and user-friendly to withstand everyday use.

This product is light ﬁltering and a semi-privacy sunshade not intended for full
privacy or blackout. The matchstick slats have natural textures, which can cause
colour variances.

Shutter Blinds

Shutter Blinds
These shutters are made of PVC, which provides high energy efficiency and
lower energy costs. Their polyresin composition is an eco-friendly choice that
makes them easy to clean, ﬁre retardant, and guaranteed not to fade, peel,
swell, warp or crack. With Aluminum insert for reinforcement.
Complements any style and represents timeless beauty and elegance. Outlives
most types of window treatments. Generally unaffected by extreme
temperatures. Easy Installation. Easier to maintain and in the event of a repair,
wood is always available in different colors and stains to make your windows
beautiful, decorative, and stylish.

Best products, professional advice, and market-leading warranties at a
competitive price. We have you covered.

Roman Blinds

Roman Blinds
Our Roman shades combine the soft look of fabric folds with the operating ease
and convenience of a traditional shade, stacking smoothly and evenly when
raised. Roman shades can bring an elegant, traditional look to your home, or
they can be contemporary and relaxed. Offered in many sumptuous fabrics,
colors, folds, and opacities to suit your style.
The timeless appeal of Roman shades makes them a popular choice for almost
any room in your home.

With Roman shades, the design possibilities are endless.

Skylight Shades

Skylight Shades
Practical, stylish, and sleek, our custom skylight shades are constructed with a
honeycomb design that makes them lightweight while providing insulating
properties. Speciﬁcally designed for skylight windows, these cellular shades
operate smoothly at an angle on a durable track with a hidden gear system and
are available in light-ﬁltering and blackout fabrics.
Skylight shades have the added beneﬁt of light control since they can be
operated manually by hand or with an extension pole.

Let soft light in the room without any harsh sun glare or block light for complete
darkness in the room.

Let's Start a Project
Since 2000 we’ve provided our customers with a wide selection of affordable
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Drape, Outdoor Blinds and Roller Shades. Our variety is surpassed only by our

‘ Affordability, Style and Quality’

quality…
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THANK YOU!

